
Canine
Demog raph ic I nformation

Call Name

Registered Name

Breed

Sex

Owner

Cutter

Beartooth Cutting Edge

Toy Australian Shepherd

M

Julie Fullerton

DOB

Registration Number

Tattoo

Microchip

Laboratory #

Report Date

July 31, 2020

ASDT-NE-2012227

AN-21-005831

)uly 15,20?1

These tests were developed and performed by Paw Print Genetics@, Spokane

WA.

Explanation of Results

Normal

Carrier

Carrier / At-Risk

At-Risk / Affected

A 'Normal' result means that your dog does not have the mutation that causes the associated

genetic disease.

A 'Carrier' result indicates that your dog has inherited one copy of the mutation that has

been reported to cause this genetic disease. Your dog may not be clinically affected by this

mutation because two copies of the mutation are usually required to cause disease.

A'Carrier / At-Risk' result indicates that your dog inherited one copy of the mutation that has

been reported to cause this genetic disease. Based on the mode of genetic inheritance for

this particular disease, inheriting one mutant copy of the gene may result in the disease.

Dogs with one copy of the mutation may have a milder phenotype as compared to dogs with

two copies of this mutation.

An ',At-Risk / Affected' result indicates that your dog inherited one or two copies of the

mutation that has been reported to cause this genetic disease. Based on the mode of genetic

lnheritance for this particular disease, inheriting one or two mutant copies of the gene may

result in the disease.

'No Result' indicates that we were unable to obtain a genotype for your dog for this specific

disease or trait and does hot mean that your dog is a carrier or at-risk for this disease. There

are a variety of reasons why a specific test may not provide a repoftable result. Unique

variations in the genetic code of some individuals may exist and cause certain regions of the

genome to not perform properly with a specific test. ln addition, suboptimal sampling of the

dog's cheek cells could also result in poor sample performance due to inadequate cell

counts, bacterial and fungal growth, or the presence of other test inhibitors" An acceptable

level of tests with no results has been determined by Paw Print Genetics. Dogswith at least

90% of the test results are determined to be acceptable and reportable. lf your dog has an

No Result

HealthCheck



unacceptable level of tests with no results, you will be contacted for a new sample to repeat

the testing.

Please review our testing terms and disclaimers regarding your results.

WT: wild tvpe (normal)

Breed Profile

Disease Name

Coaoulation Factor Vll Deficiencv

Collie Eve Anomalv

Cone Deoeneration

C ra n iomand i bu la r Osteo p3lhy

Deoenerative Mvelooathv

Degenerative Myelopathy (Bernese Mountain Dog Variant)

Degenerative Myelopathy (Common Variant)

Exercise- lnd uced Col lapg

Hereditarv Cataracts
Australian Shenherd Tvpe

Hvperuricosuria

lntervertebral Disc Disease Risk Factor and
Chondrodvstroohv
CDDY with IVDD

Multidruo Resistance 1

Multifocal Retinooathv 1

N eu ro na I Ceroid Li pgfusigis-G

Neuronal Ceroid Lipofugcingsisl!
Australian Shenherd Tvr:e

Progressive Reti na I Atro Bfur, Prog ressive Rod -Cone
Deoeneration
orcd

Coat Colors & Traits
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Agouti
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Y chromosome (male)

lnterpretation

Tricolon black and tan
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